What’s up #CCU24! My name is Jordan Cantey, but you can call me Jay. My pronouns are he/him/his. I am a Junior, exercise and sport science major, with a minor in psychology from Kingstree, S.C. And no, don’t ask me where it’s at cause it’s a lot to explain, lol. But, since I’m going to be your Orientation Leader, I got you on anything else :)

More boring stuff about me...

- If you can’t tell by the picture, I’m pretty goofy. I’m going to laugh regardless. And if we can laugh together, we can DEFINITELY be friends.
- Any form of alfredo: chicken or shrimp is my favorite food, so if you want to take me on a date, if it ain’t Olive Garden or Red Lobster, I’m not going.
- Play any Chris Brown, J. Cole, or Drake around me, and I’ll sing, rap, or dance EVERY lyric.
- Fun Fact: Beyoncé is my future wife; she’s just playing family with Jay-Z at the moment.
- If you haven’t figured it out, red is my favorite color. But don’t get it twisted, ALL SHADES of red are my favorite.
- And my birthday is June 22, so tell me Happy Birthday so I know it’s real! #Cancer -> And NO, not all cancers are crybabies!

Ways to Connect w/ Me!

Instagram: soinfvmous
Twitter: jaycpennies
Snapchat: im.jojoo0
(I didn’t know any better when I made this.)

Want to know more about me? Find out next time on Dragoon Balllllll Z.... lol

CCU SOON!